Privacy Policy
Overview
The Owner values the privacy of her visitors and customers, and it is of extreme
importance to her. The following privacy policy outlines the types of information received
and collected by The Owner via TammyDunnett.com and her product websites (including,
but not limited to CommunicationCrossroads.com, NurseMinder.com), collectively
"Sites", and explains how it is used. By visiting any of The Owner's Sites, you are
automatically consenting to the privacy policy as outlined below.
The terms “user,” “you,” and “your” refer to Site visitors, customers, and any other users
of the Sites. Use of the Sites, including all materials presented herein and all online
products and services provided by The Owner, is subject to the following privacy policy.
This privacy policy applies to all Site visitors, customers, and all other users of the Sites
and associated products. By using any of The Owner's Sites, you agree to this privacy
policy, without modification, and acknowledge reading it.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this privacy policy or information
collection and storage methods, please email The Owner at info@tammydunnett.com
Personal Information

The Owner only collects the personal information you voluntarily provide to her, which
may include, but is not limited to, your name, email address, and home address. The
information you provide is used to process transactions, send periodic emails, and
improve the service The Owner provides. The Owner does share your information with
trusted third parties who assist her in operating her Sites, conducting her business and
servicing clients and visitors. These trusted third parties agree to keep this information
confidential. Your personal information will never be shared with or sold to unrelated
third parties. It may be necessary − by law, legal process, litigation, and/or requests from
public and governmental authorities within or outside your country of residence − for
The Owner to disclose your personal information.
Anonymous Information

Activity
The Owner may record information relating to your use of her Sites, such as the searches
you undertake, the pages you view, your browser type, IP address, requested URL,

referring URL, and timestamp information. The Owner uses this type of information to
administer these Sites and provide the highest possible level of service to you. The Owner
also uses this information in the aggregate to perform statistical analyses of user
behavior and characteristics in order to measure interest in and use of the various areas
of the Sites.
Cookies
The Owner may send cookies to your computer in order to uniquely identify your
browser and improve the quality of her service. The term “cookies” refers to small pieces
of information that a website sends to your computer’s hard drive while you are viewing
her Sites. The Owner may use both session cookies (which expire once you close your
browser) and persistent cookies (which stay on your computer until you delete them).
You have the ability to accept or decline cookies using your web browser settings. If you
choose to disable cookies, some areas of The Owner's Sites may not work properly or at
all. The Owner's Sites do not respond to "Do Not Track" signals sent by your browser.
Error: The domain TAMMYDUNNETT.COM is not authorized to show the cookie declaration.
Please add it in the cookie manager to authorize the domain.

Third Party Links

The Owner's Sites may contain links to third party websites. Except as otherwise
discussed in this privacy policy, this document only addresses the use and disclosure of
information The Owner collects from you on her Sites. Other websites accessible through
her Sites via links or otherwise have their own policies in regard to privacy. The Owner is
not responsible for the privacy policies or practices of third parties.
Security

The Owner maintains security measures to protect your personal information from
unauthorized access, misuse, or disclosure. However, no exchange of data over the
Internet can be guaranteed as 100% secure. While The Owner makes every effort to
protect your personal information shared with her through her Sites, you acknowledge
that the personal information you voluntarily share with The Owner through her Sites
could be accessed or tampered with by a third party. You agree that The Owner is not
responsible for any intercepted information shared through her Sites without her
knowledge or permission. Additionally, you release The Owner from any and all claims
arising out of or related to the use of such intercepted information in any unauthorized
manner.
Children

The Owner does not knowingly collect personal information from children under the age
of 18. If The Owner learns that personal information of any children under 18 has been
collected, she will take steps to delete this information as soon as possible.
Updating Your Information

You may access and correct your personal information and privacy preferences by
contacting The Owner via email at info@tammydunnett.com
Changes to This Policy

You acknowledge and agree that it is your responsibility to review The Owner's Sites and
this privacy policy periodically and to be aware of any modifications. The Owner will
notify you of any changes to this privacy policy by posting those changes on this page.
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